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Ky DICK DANIELS
Spartan Daily Editor
San Jose State’s sphere of educational influence has spread to

Spolter To Request
Ruling on Elections
orientation meeting for all candidates from nine to fifteen days
preceeding the election.
"I think that postponing the
election would be in the best interests of the student body and
the candidates," Spotter remarked.
"Holding the elections Tuesday
and Wednesday would not give the
candidates sufficient time to campaign." he added.
Student Council had set the
election dates at last week’s meeting with the view to get new graduate representatives on Council as
soon as possible.
Spotter suggested that Council
establish the dates of Wednesday,
Jan. 11 and Thursday, Jan. 12 as
the earliest possible dates that
would be possible under the election rulings.
"But those could be had dates
because of finals following in less
than three weeks," he commented.
The student body passed the
amendment for equal graduate representation by an overwhelming
three-to-one majority in elections
Jim Conklin, head yell leader, Oct. 19 and 20.
has been presented with a commendation from the Student Council "in recognition and appreciation of his excellent performance
as head yell leader."
ASB Pres. Jerry Spolter made
the presentation during the halftime at Saturday’s game in Spartan Stadium.
Dr. Robert Bronzan, head of the
Athletic Department, presented
By LEE JUILLERAT
Conklin with a lifetime memberSpartan Daily Sports Editor
ship card to all athletic events in
Installation of an all-weather
recognition of his help in promot
tallith track, a highly controvering school spirit.
Dr. Bmnzan lauded Conklin for sial topic last year, will begin
his "enthusiasm and high stand- this week, according to Executive
Dean C. Grant Burton.
ards as a head yell leader."
"We’re giving our top track
Thte presentation of the Student Council award, originally team a top track to run on," said
scheduled for halftime, mas made Dean Burton, elated after announcbetween plays by Spotter. Special ing the contracts late last week.
The official verification of the
effects of the SJS Marching Band
took more time than expected.
Student Council had adopted
the resolution unanimously last
Wednesday. T h e commendation
reads, "Whereas Jim Conklin has
displayed outstanding enthusiasm
and vigor as head yell leader during 1966 and he has channeled this
enthusiasm to the entire student
body, therefore, be it resolved that
the Student Council of SJS express its appreciation to Jim Conklin for his contribution to the college, and be it further resolved
that Student Council present Jim
Conklin this commendation for his
outstanding efforts and contributions to SJS."
Spotter said, "This is the first
time since I have been in student government that a student
has received a commendation from
Student Council. This is a significant development and should be
JIM CONKLIN
recognized for its worth."
... commended by council
By DIANE TELESCO
Spartan Badly Staff Writer
ASB President Jerry Spotter
Friday announced that he will
recommend the ASB Judiciary to
interpret the upcoming graduate
representative and constitutional
revision election Nov. 22 and 23.
Spotter noted that the provisions
in Legislative Acts 62 and 63
stipulate that the elections be
formally announced at least one
month in advance. Next week’s
elections were announced last
week, far under the 30 days required notice.
The president commented that
the Election Code requires an

ASB Praises
Jim Conklin
For His Spirit

SIGNING THE CONTRACT between the
United States Agency for International Development and SJS for an educational project in the
Dominican Republic are seated from left, Leo
Ruelas, deputy director for Human Resources
Development, USAID, and Pres. Robert D. Clark.
Witnessing the agreement, which calls for a

two-year, $783,000 assistance program in the
island nation, are from left, Dr. William G.
Sweeney, dean of education; Dr. Stuart E. Dean,
education officer, USAID; Dr. James W. Brown,
dean of graduate studies; and Dr. G. W. Ford,
campus coordinator for the project.

Installation Begins

Runners To Get 3M Tartan Track
5194,000 surface which appeared
to be lost after negotiations
reached a halt last year, ended
months of speculation that SJS
and Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing had reached an agreement.
Hettig and Schromm, a Menlo
Park construction firm, will begin
the initial work. Contracting at
a cost of $89,000, the firm will
handle grading, landscaping and
installation of rock and asphalt
sub-surfaces.
Work should be completed by
March, 1967, according to Dean
Burton. "That is assuming we have
good luck all the way around."
Three M will install the tartan
surface. The top surface, according to Dean Burton, will require
less than a week for installation.
"We hope to have the track ready
by March or April. But the final
date will depend on rain, strikes
and other factors."
$75,000 COST
After agreeing to reduced prices,
the 3M laying will be done at a
cost of $75,000, a substantial reduction from figures quoted last
year. Because the SJS track will
be the first complete tartan surface on the West Coast, the company will run experiments on the
surface’s durability,

Spartan Pool Labeled
’Inadequate, Dangerous’
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first
of a twopart series investigating
the inadequacies of Spartan Pool.
Its affect on the athletic program is
examined today, and its affect on
the educational program will be discussed tomorrow.)
Ky LEW A It IsTE A D
Spartan Daily sports Writer
SJS has the sixth ranked nationally water polo team and a
swimming club that won the State
College Championship last year.
Yet both teams are working under
ancient
a great disadvantage
Spartan Pool.
"UCLA and Foothill Junior College have built swimming pools
which are the architectural high
points of their campuses. Just
being there gives you a mental
lift. Somehow, I don’t think our
pool gives you that same lift,"
water polo coach Lee Walton said.
"As far as depth (for diving) is
concerned, our pool isn’t only inadequate, it’s dangerous," swim

professor Tom O’Neill added.
The "super antiquated" Spartan
Pool greatly deters aquatics at.
SJS, according to both coaches.
San Jose’s men’s pool was completed in 1932 and since then has
faithfully served the school. But
all things age, and Spartan Pool
has long since earned its final reward.
"It was a great pool for 30 years
ago," said O’Neill.
Now, however, SJS’ pool is hurting the athletic and, more importantly, the educational programs in aquaties.
The water polo team is playing
in the minimum area allowed and
Is at a decided disadvantage whenever it travels to a larger pool.
"Whenever we leave here, we
are forced to adjust," Walton explained. "We have to condition
through other means than playing
a game since the pool is so small.
It’s impossible to actually practive

for playing in larger pools."
The Spartans also are faced with
playing in a shallow-deep pool, one
with the goal at one end in shallow water and the other in deep.
Thus the goalie in one end is
standing on the floor of the pool
while the other must tred water,
and the only way to compensate
is to show more goal area to shoot
for at the shallow end.
Most other colleges which have
a strong water polo program have
long since been blessed with an
all -cirri, pools. In fact, most high
schools in this area ean claim an
all -deep mot.
The lack of such a facility has
also kept SJS from playing host
to any of the Northern California
tournaments.
The swimming team is also hampered by Spartan Pool.
The minimum width recommended by the NCAA and AAU
(Continued cm Page

Presently, there are strips of the
tartan at the South Campus track.
Installed several years ago for
test purposes, the surfaces are on
long jump, pole vault and high
jump runways.
The new track, to be located
near the old site, will be near
10th and East Alma streets.
Designers for the track are the
San Jose architectural firm of
Higgins and Root. Total cost,
$190,000.
TRACK CHANGES
Besides the immediate effects
of a new surface, the track will
present long-range changes.
The present track location, near
Seventh and East Humboldt, will
be used for parking at Spartan
Stadium.
Bleachers, rest rooms and storage facilities are in the "ultimate"
plans for the track. As yet, no
definite plans have been set. The
anticipated work is expected to
cost $150,000.
Completion this year would also
mean a substantial boost in track
revenue. The present, track, woefully inadequate for seating and
viewing, lacks seating for spectators desiring to see SJS’ world
record holder Tommy Smith

Campus Magazine
Sales Start Today
Sparta Life, award winning
campus feature magazine, goes on
sale today in front of the bookstore and cafeteria, on Seventh
Street near the barbecue pits and
between the Education Building
and MacQuarrie Hall.
This edition, which sells for 75
cents, satirically examines "The
Greatest Student Protest in History"- phone booth stuffing as a
dig on parental mores.
In "Mod Not Odd" Gina Traeger
counts and Dave Stout photographs bell bottoms at the bookstore. Steve Ames writes about
"Draft: The Game You Can’t
Win" and spells out alternatives to
the draft.
Students with subscriptions can
pick up the magazine in front of
the bookstore.
According to Steve Ames, editor, Sparta Life replaces Lyke and
La Torre by combining the best
features of both publications.
The magazine is published twice
a year and is centered around individuals and events on and around
the campus.
The magazine will be sold
through Wednesday. Nov. 23, from
7:30 a.m. to 1:30 pan.

With the addition of another
world record star. Lee Evans, the
athletic department had expressed
concern about where to seat local
track fans, who pay $1 per person
for admittance.
The tartan surface will be installed for all track and field
events. The 440-yard-oval will
cover nine lanes.

the Caribbean Sea area as Pres.
Robert D. Clark announced Friday that SJS will give technical
assistance to the Dominican Republic’s teaching corps.
The president, at a noon press
conference, reported that SJS has
contracted with the U.S. Agency
for International Development to
work with the tiny island-nation’s
Ministry of Education in its teacher training program.
The program, which involves
$783,000 in support to SJS for the
assistance program, began last
April, a college spokesman revealed. Five SJS professors toured
the island republic with local Ministry of Education officials and
made recommendations to local officials on ways to relieve critical
teacher shortage.
Dr. Gervais W. Ford, SJS professor of education, is project coordinator for the assistance program
5-POINT PROGRAM
Dr. Ford said that eight team
members from the U.S. would
begin a five-point assistance program. Each of the Spanish-speaking team members works directly
with a Dominican counterpart.
A feature of the program, which
has been described as unique, is a
monthly educational journal. The
journal will be written and published in the Republic and will
feature usable material to be used
by the island’s more than 10,000
teachers. In addition to the journal, booklets, maps, charts and
other instructional materials will
also be used by teachers.
Another portion of the program
will provide that a Dominican curriculum-material specialist be
trained to instruct local school
faculty and students in the uses
of materials and equipment and to
establish a library center at each
school.
IN-SERVICE PROJECTS
A third project will provide for
secondary school in-service programs, including summer workshops, academic year programs and
curriculum guides. The concentration will be in the mathematics,
science, social studies and English
areas.
Another important phase in the
massive educational assistance program, will bring a group of Dominican educators to SJS to study

SpieP
AFROTC Plans Tests
Male students wishing to apply for entrance into the Air Force
ROTC program next year will have their last chance to take the Air
Force Officer Qualifying Test Saturday, Dec. 10.
Students may apply for the test at the AFROTC Detachment
Office, MH407.

Glee Clubs To Sing
"An Evening of Christmas Music" will be presented by the Men’s
and Women’s Glee Clubs of SJS Friday, Dec. 2, at 8:15 p.m. in Concert
Hall of the Music Building.
Traditional and contemporary pieces will be presented including
selections from Handel’s "Messiah" and Gian Carlo Menotti’s opera,
"Arnahl and the Night Visitors."
There is no admission charge.

Committee Interviews Begin
Interviews will be held tomorrow and Wednesday for positions
on the Intercultural Steering Committee and the Public Relations Committee. Interviews begin at 2:30 p.m, in the College Union,
The Intercultural Steering Committee coordinates cultural and
educational activities of campus organizations, and creates a media
of cultural interchange between American and foreign students on
campus. Interviews for membership and the chairmanship of this
committee will be tomorrow.
Public Relations Committee interview’s will be conducted Wednesday. The Public Relations Committee will assist the public relations
director in the performance of his duties, and the execution of the
overall ASB public relations programs.

Sparta Life Photos Extended
Final day for senior and master’s candidates pictures for Sparta
Life feature magazine has been extended to today. The pictures will
appear in the summer issue of the magazine.
Portraits are by Keith Cole Studios. They are being taken at 177
S. 10th St. until 4:30 p.m. Cost is $3.50, and includes the winter issue
out today and the summer issue to be published in late May.
No appointment is necessary. Men are requested to wear ties and
coats and dress for women is dark blouses or sweaters. January graduates will receive the summer issue by mail.

Huxley Lecture Scheduled
S. P. R. Charter, lecturer and author in human ecology will he
the speaker ftw the third annual S.1,8 Aldotis Huxley Memorial Lecture,
Tuesday, Nov. 22. at 8 p.m. in JC141.
Charter, who was a personal friend of Huxley’s, will speak on the
topic "Phychedelic Man in a Man -Machine World." His talk will examine the problems of man in a technological age.
Editor-publisher of a periodical on human ecology, Charter is
also author of the book "Man on Earth."
The AldflIIS Huxley Memorial Lecture, sponsored by the Fund for
Human Ecology and the SJS School of Engineering, is open to the

curriculum programs. Dr. Ford announced that the educators from
the Dominican Republic would
probably not arrive before this
summer.
TEACHER SHORTAGE
Dr. John M. Hofstrand, SJS
professor of education and team
member in Santo Domingo, the nation’s capital, recently cited the
"tremendous shortage of teachers"
in the violence-torn republic. "The
Dominican people, however, are
earnestly working to restructure
educational institutions," he observed.
Dr. Clark told visiting newsmen at the Friday conference that
he was "pleased to have SJS in
this assistance program."
"’This contract with the AID Is
further evidence of the increasing
awareness in our nation of the
strengths of San Jose State’s
faculty and programs."

Gilbaugh Case
Off Agenda
Of Trustees
By JIM RAUH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Contrary to the belief that the
Spartan Daily expressed Friday,
the California State College Board
of Trustees, which convenes today
in the Richmond City Council
chambers, will not review the reassignment case of Dr. John H.
Gilbaugh, former dean of the college.
The board will, however, deliberate the case of married student
housing at all California state colleges as scheduled for tomorrow’s
board meeting set for California
State College in Hayward.
Dr. Gilbaugh, who was reassigned to a teaching position in
the education department by Pres.
Robert Clark last May, told the
Spartan Daily Friday that his case
would not come before the board
of trustees until early in January.
"I received a letter recently informing me that the appeal board
which I appeared before on Oct.
17 has not reached a verdict," Gilbaugh explained.
’STILL CONSIDERING’
"They said that they were still
considering the material from the
hearing, and it was not likely that
they would arrive at a recommendation to the board of trustees
before late in December," he said.
"I don’t care what they recommend to the board," Gilbaugh declared, "That appeal board was not
impartial, as it should have been."
Referring to the California’s educational code, Gilbaugh said,
"Whenever a state college professor is reassigned he has the right
to appeal that reassignment before
an impartial appeal board."
"How can the appeal board be
impartial if it is appointed by the
man responsible for my reassignment in the first place," Gilbaugh
stated. In saying this Gilbaugh referred to Glenn S. Dumke, chalcellor of the California State Colleges.
Because of the appeal board’s
failure to arrive at a recommendation in Gilbaugh’s case, he stated,
"In the letter it said that it was
also unlikely that the board of
trustees would be able to consider
the matter before their January
meeting."
HOUSING REVIEWED
Al the board’s meeting in Hayward tomorrow, however, the matter of married student housing on
the state college campuses will be
reviewed.
Speaking in favor of married
student housing before the board
will be Jim Marchello, a resident
of SJS’ Spartan City and spokesman for that community’s Residents To Preserve Married Student
Housing.
Spartan City, SJS’ married student housing development on
Seventh Street, was marked for
partial demolition in the summer
of 1967 late this past August. Marchello’s appearance before the
hoard will mark the climax of a
two-month campaign to protest
this plan set forth by the SJS
administration.
-

Special Edition
The Spart an Daily’s special
Thanksgiving issue will appear on
newspaper stands within your
reach tomorrow. The emphasis is
on off-staff talent, and only four OT
five stories will be staff written.
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Side-Eyes

RTAN DAILY

By RICK SKINNER
I believe the word is "hyper."
Act’
on Campus lately between
v arious groups of students base de
straied the bre akelown
which results when people begin reacting.
not thinking.
Criticism at SJS is bee iiiii ing nearly
impossible
call attention to a faith and
you arouse real wrath in all kinds of
people. R e tend to forget that students.
too. are hientan subject to error. And we
forget criticism does not mcessarily mean
ani lllll sity.
As long as we lia%e people. we lia%e
differences. ’the trouble with nit, we tend
to osenreact, hyper-react to the lllll ments
made by others. Can sin’ re-ally believe that
all our actions are always justifiable?
Can we be so sure of perfection?
Recently. criticism of "methods" hav e
flown between two "chiefs" of opposing
glib Criticism that was %alit’
political II
0111 !Mill sides. applicable In both sides,
beet which resulted in explosions of illogit* al defense of all
cal diatribe and
the wrong bastions.
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LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

Staff Editorial

SJS Pool Inadequate
When an athletic facility at SAS
passes the point of useful service, it
Isn’t a case of total school concern.
But when one of the most used edit facilities

cat’
and

inadequate.

highly

antiquated

becomes

school should heroine
however. hasn’t been

the

entire

.ertied.
the rase with

Code
than

recommends. anything higher
I -meter nI i ing Is totally

Spartan
tional

Pool also reduces recreanearly nothing.

swimming to

Si rite tine majobrity of the school day
is taken up with instructional swimming and since Spartan Pool is so

-ii tauhl.luqople seeking recreation must

Spartan Pool.
NN bile SJS has strong

%liter polo

and swimming teams. both programs
are working at a disad%antage in their
present facilities.
Recruiting is an especially apparent
problem. -ince the Santa Clara V al ley
i, the top area in the nat

for high

look elsewhere.
A college sw

g

pool

should

program.
rs e more than the at
And the state’s oldest and largest state
el 11 lege sliotild be able to have a pool
that is adequate both for recreational
--LA.
and educational purposes.

‘UNBELIEVABLE ATMOSPHERE

"We

decided that surgery on his Great Society couldn’t

wait . . ."

school aquatics. 1 et tery fe%% of these
high school athletes come to ".1 ’.
But the major problem with Spartan
Pool is an educational one. and it is
Iii ghly inadequate there.
A number of local junior college,
and high schools

Foothill .1(:. Peter-

son. Campbell and (:intiden Iliglis
all ha% e much better facilities than
Spartan Pool.

Tin. present pool

limits the number

of students who can be acceptell into
an% beginning sw Miming class sll greatly that the Men’s Physical Fnhication
Department

can

require

tests

only for freshman students.
Besides beginning swimming. di% ing
classes are hampered. Since the depth
of the pool is shallower than the State

Guest Room

Amendment
Solution Due
By BOGE13 ALLEN
(:Itairman, Atilt PreNideries Colo
on Constitutional Ref orm
According to the ASH t:onstitution, both
the ASH president and the executise see1.1111111W1.11.11 10 lA iron’ the flowrelary
sil.111. 111
tioning of the ASH C111111111 i 11.1.
this dual delegation of ittithorit and responsibility exist potentials for conflict.
faulty rooms iiii ication anti ad
’stratite
chaos.
1.011,11111ti011411 11111191111111’lli 110W before the student body. if passed, will
eliminate these
1111,1/s Ir. the ASH president has overall
lor the executive branch of
-todent bodt g.oertiment. Diffiesing and
diluting his authority by empowering other popularly elected officer. inn oer,ce
till
iiiii i i tee structure 1111111,,,
re.ibilits. There is no 1111c.
1111e
eurrent situation. lo a 1111111 "‘11111fIli I .111111.
I’ll or die electorate (an constitidi iiii ally
look if ASli committees falter or break
down,
hisi sear a s’ ’far amendment failed
the iSSIIV WIIS bllell111111.11 111111 111111r
Is understood. As a result, an intolerable.
situation between the ASI3 president and
the exectithe secretary. both of w
had
constitur al rights to exercise authority
its er tlo committee system. was alloy.ed
I,, exist.
In the interest of administritike effi.
rieney and geoernmental harmony. I urge
all studen’s
011 the M1114111-

Th,.

111.411

III .1110111,11

1111.

1111.11.1.of

1.1.1.11ii%ll

secretary.

SJS in Retrospect
FIVE l’EAR8 AGO: Works by six SJ art
teachers and students were on exhibition with
the Art of the West Coast Craftsman show
at the Museum of Contemporary Crafts in
New York City.
TEN YEAR% Aco: Eta Epsilon, home (’catmama’s chili, was hostess to approximately 90
representatives from 13 schools in the College
}tome Eeonomies Club of Northern Californiat
and Nevada 12th Annual Workshop.

Thrust and Parry

Marine Issue, Arab War Stir Comments
riter Demands Apology
From SJS Administration
talitor:
1 tivtnand an immediate apology from the
:administration of this school for allowing the
Marines, an off-campus group, to set up a
table in front of the Spartan Bookstore! Just
a few days before the Marines landed, I was
told that I could represent an off-campus
group only on Seventh Street. Why then
should the Marines be exempt from regulations which presumably apply to every other
group using this campus?
To place restrictions win anyone’s freedom of speech is, of course, detrimental to the
nominal purposes of this college. But once
such regulations have been formulated, it
would seem that they could at least be applied
fairly. Not so.
Therefore, if ’the administration does not
give me an immediate apology for this injustice, I will be forced to disregard the Previously mentioned ruling as one no longer
worthy of my respect. I cannot cooperate with
pcTsons who would discriminate against me
becaaase of my moral or political beliefs.
Michael Jolley
5, 4th St.
San Jose

’Near Left Should Picket
Congress, Not the Navy’
Editor:
The SDS-New Left -Mr. Parker controversy
has come to my attention. I would like to
offer my views.
The SUS-New Left claims it was not picketing the Navy van but the "institution" of the
U.S. Navy. I believe this to be a waste of
time. The U.S. Navy is a branch of our armed
forces and as such only follows the orders
of its civilian executive. The SDS-New Left
should picket congressmen and not the Navy.
I a ISO beliese in the freedom of speech.
I believe the New Left has every right to
use it. I kwecr, I believe they are beginning
tat use this iceedom irresponsibly as seen in
their demonstration against the Navy when
such terms as "murder" and "killers" were
used for a guest of this campus. I fear this
irresponsibility will endanger the future of
(expression of our right to free speech on this
campus. Yet I honestly cannot see now how Mr.
Parker’s organization can alter the situation.
Fred Feitzer
A2I46

Arabs Fail To Mention
Acts Committed on Israel
Editor:
It is nice. Thi Arabs at SJS are deploring
what they called "the inhuman at tack cornmatted by Israeli troops on the defenseless
villages in Jordan..."
Funny enough, the Arabs here did not once
deplore the crazy declarations of war and
destruction aimed at Israel from the official,
government -controlled, radio station in Damascus.
Funny enough, 11111Se SI1MP peace-loving
Arabs" not once mentioned the fact that more
than 20 acts of sabotage were committed by
Arab infiltrators in Israel in the past six
months alone.
Funny enough, not once has the Arab club
deplored acts of Arab murderers for acts of
murder ea.mmitted against Israeli citizens in
the past six months and 18 years. Not once
has the Arab club here deplored the open
assistance given to the Arabs by Communist

Russia in shipments of arms valued at multimillions, billions of dollars.
The Arab club seemingly forgot to mention
a security council resolution aimed against
Syria’s aggression and vetoed once more by
the Arabs’ Russian friend.
Yes, if you really want peace and coexistence in the Middle East, talk first to your
own peoples and governments, and don’t try
to confuse and mislead here.
It is very difficult to mislead 200 million
people, and 18 years of failure to do it will
testify for the fact.
Elton Miransky
ANA

Arabs Asked ’To Inform’
Students on Border War
Editor:
Over the years at SJS, the student Arab
ambassadors on campus (the Arab-American
Clubt have attempted to mislead Americans
on the Israeli-Arab crisis. Joseph Louis’ article in Thrust and Parry on Friday made no
mention of the years of cross-border conflict
between Israel and Jordanians. The United
Arab Republic has dedicated itself to the
overthrow of Israel, and yet Mr. Louis suggests Israel stop defending its country and
stop receiving military aid to counter-act war
provocations made constantly by Jordan on
the border. If the United States and other
countries stop selling Israel military equip-

ment, the Arab countries will destroy the
"free" and independent country of Israel.
I would like to see the Arab-American Club
try to inform the students of SJS in an honest
and objective manner instead of this example
of biased and misleading information.
Ted Miller
A65411

Greek Editorial Called
Poor ’Summer Re-Run’
Editor:
Re: Editorial by R. B. (Roger Brown). Are
you so desperate for news that you have to
fill, or better yet, throw away, nine inches
of copy paper to tell how the Greeks are
Where’s the controversy?
going to pot? This deserves an editorial?
All anyone who wastes his time reading
this can do is shrug his shoulders. If the
Greeks want to go to pot, let them do it on
their own. But if you must publicize the
Greeks, try to find a new angle to this socalled controversy. This "editorial" is a summer re-run. It has a poor rating.
If you’re going to editorialize about the
Greeks, please decide on a consistent policy.
One week you applaud them- the next you
imply that they’re one step from being
extinct.
Bob Compton
A18397

It’s A Great World
By STEVE KECII
Once upon a time there was a college
campus that was just that.
It was an education factory spiced with
a few wild parties and panty raids from
time to time.
But then one day two strangers came
into town with twinkles in their eyes, and
g on.
they didn’t much like what was g
So they decided to change it.
And it came to pass that they started
their own newspaper and used bullhorns
to publicize their ideas throughout the
campus. They began to draw converts and
established their own little area in the
cafeteria.
And students front far anti wide wan.
dered by the tables to find out what was
going on On campus, l’heis enlightened,
they spell to their friends on the Other side
of the "car to spread the news. Soon,
every soul on campus knew what was
happening.
But, of course, college students being
what they are, some decided they didn’t
like these ideas and happenings and agreed
that new groups most be formed and other
ideas publicized
However, these new portents served only
-aligned students’ minds.
to cloud the
Now they were really confused. One side
said "This" and the other group said "No,
that."
NOW, being g01111 college students, the
non-aligned ones started to read books,
magazine articles and newspaper stories
about both sides, the stun of which merely
confused them even more. For they found

that they could find a myriad of writers
on all sides of any issue.
And it came to pass that teach -ins, demonstrations and counter-demonstrations
were organizeil.
By floss’, with their readings and attendance at the various functions on both
sinks, many students decided that some
ideas all
to them more than others.
So they gave tacit approval to those groups
they felt had the best ideas.
However, most of the converts refused
to get involved. "I don’t have the time,"
or "I don’t like the slobs running the
groups" were given as reasons for not
being involved.
But, by now there were a few more
activist converts and the college administration started to worry.
It issued proclamations that free speech
and free discussion was fine. but that there
were responsibilities that went along with
them. However, the spokesmen never
really clarified what "responsible." meant.
Of course, the reader must realize that
some students were not affected by the
new look of the campus.
They still hold their wild parties and
panty raids and scoff at the new-found
idealism among sonic of the students.
For many of the non -activists college
is a time for drinking, roughhousing and
acting silly.
The college somehow withstood the onslaught of dentoneitrations and radicalism
and. in fact, is the better for them. Now
it is truly a college by definition
a place
of higher education where free men Call
explore all ideas uni
lered by social
dictates of the "right" thoughts.

The current jumping-to-conclusion atmosphere which has pervaded political
discussion here. is nearly unbelievable. I
hate to justify it all hy classifying eserys lllll ids ill0 11111111 like
one as "learners"
atm explanati llll for an kindergarten scuffle
between toddlers.
But the blood -pressure lesels of some
students lately has approached plateaus
pnv’
Is reached only by ancient steam
all we
engines Debate is impossible
hare are -sirloins attarks." Discuss
"rambling
neser takes place
only
es asiumes.7
g is obvious
%X hat is really happe
but the participants.
perhaps to esery
Mouths open, ears closed, with eyes on the
cameras, our SJS "dissenters" bawl like
cattle. in a pen., unheard because they
have refused to listen.
People are not cattle: students are not
telligent. The current phase of argument and exposition on campus goes on
because every advocate has become so
enamored of his own right or "rights"
that lie fails to credit anyone else with
all the qualities he prizes on highly in
himself.
We are all guilty of this "isolationist" aproach to argument. But we are not all
in the positions of power held by St/1111. of
our campus "
thpieces." Power, if it
is not to follow the "corruption" line,
must be wielded with responsibility.
RESPONSIBILITY LACKING?
But is it mere responsibility that is
larking at SJS? Or is it lllll etliing closer
ill intellectual niaturit?
"Hy per" people. -- they feel that a criticism of one facet ()I’ their work is a direct
"slander" of all they do. And they rise
gallantly if somewhat olisorientedly, to
the defense of their total good.
Sorry. boy-. Your self-righteousness is
showing. So is your child -like sensitivity
and lack of objectisity.
Genthmen_ your criticism of each other
is worthwhile, for it can prompt improvement of a campus situation where
dialogue has been interrupted by animosity and defensiveness.
But remember, when you open your
mouths to speak, you have opened your
position to criticism. Don’t just lump all
criticism into some category titled, "My
enemy speaks," or s ttttt ething like that. Try
listening. You’ll find people tend to loge.
a lot of animosity and egotism when they
are listened to.
Who knows? Perhaps we are all on
the same side-- simply ignorant of each
other’s existence.
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Student Policemen Learn
When Not To Shoot
IS JOHN LERCH
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
A policeman facing a criminal
suspect late at night in a dark
alley often becomes judge, jury
and sometimes executioner.
The Law Enforcement and Administration Department at SJS
trains police officers to assume
this responsibility and to make
the right decisions at the right
time.
Charles Tuley, acting chairman
of the department, says a policeman must know not only how to
handle weapons but when to shoot
and when not to.
At the firing range in Mac-

Quarrie Hall basemen., police students are taught how to shoot
pistols, rifles, shotguns and other
law enforcement weapons. The students learn to shoot with both
the right and left hands, from
behind barricades, lying down and
from a kneeling position.

STUDY MISTAKES
Besides learning how to shoot,
students study, from actual cases,
mistakes made by other police
officets. The students learn the
only time a policeman should shoot
is in defense of himself or others
and to defend property.
In classes the students also
learn about self-defense tactics, a
combination of judo and karate,
which is used to help disarm and
subdue suspects. The students
learn basic "come along" for removing drunks from bars and to
force unwilling suspects to accompany the officer.
The classes also teach the stuPres. Itoliert Clark’s Cominission
on Student Government will hold dents how to use blackjacks, tear
its fifth hearing tomorrow night
at 7:30 in Cafeteria Rooms A
and B.
The commission will hear from
Dave Ha rri s, Stanford student
body president, whose recent attacks on the administration have
received Bay Area coverage. Vic
By BILL HURCIIMANN
Lee, ASB vice-president and chairTo some, drunkenness is a state
man of Student Council, will also
of heavenly joy. To others, it can
be present.
be extreme frustration. One man,
The commission is chaired by reflecting the latter state, wanJoe Rynear and has been hearing dered onto the SJS campus the
evidence and opinion from students other day.
involved in ASH government.
As he staggered down San Fernando Street, he paused to rest on
a cement garbage can near Centennial Hall. He sat down and
promptly fell backwards into the
can. His head stuck out one side
and his feet out the other.
Most students didn’t notice, but
Carol Schneider, junior journalhe did draw laughter from some.
ism major from Sebastopol, Calif.,
Finally, a sympathetic traffic pois the winner of last week’s Hisliceman came to the rescue. He
tory Mystery contest. Bishop’s
pulled him out once. The man fell
Wars was the correct answer given
in again. The officer pulled him
by Miss Schneider. Runner-up
out twice. Again, the man promptprizes were awarded to Judy Farly fell in. Eventually, the paddy
ber, Marvin Jensen, Betty Cushing,
wagon arrived to take him away.
Sue Clark and James Estes,
When he sobers up, the drunk
Stan Jones, junior industrial remay wonder what happened to his
lations major won the trip to Los
bottle of bubbly. A student threw
Angeles the previous week by corIt into the garbage can, but who
rectly answering Domenico "El
knows? Perhaps Untidier drunk
Greco." Jones has relatives in San
may tumble into this can. If so,
Gabriel. His parents are in Iran.
he’ll have a pleasmt surprise.

Commission Holds
Hearing Tomorrow

Garbage Can
Foils Drunk

Junior Coed Wins
History Mystery

VAUGHN
PRE -HOLIDAY

SUIT SALE

OLE!

PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Because a policeman is constantGUNNERY RANGE in the basement of MacQuarrie Hall is used
ly working with people the Law
by Jack Day, senior law enforcement and administration major,
Enforcement and Administration
to learn to We a Thompson Sub -Machine gun. As a police student
Depaetment encourages students
Day must learn to make split second decisions juries may ponder
to get a minor in psychology and
to try to learn as much about
for days or weeks.
people as they can.
When students graduate they
go to work for federal, state or
local law enforcement agencies.
According to Tracy, graduates are
working for important national
agencies such as Central Intelligence Agency and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, both of
An international Christmas disThe trophies will be displayed
which require and select only top
play contest open only to SJS stu- in the showcase on the third floor
law enforcement personnel.
dents will offer campus organiza- In the North Wing of the Library
tions an opnortunity to express the from Nov. 28 until Dec. 14. Deethnic characteristics of Christmas cisions will be announced and
as it is celebrated ir? foreign lands awards will be presented on
through visual displays.
Dec. 14.
The displays will be exhibited
Applications are still available in
in store windows and building lob- the College Union and may be subThe S.IS Sociology Club v ill bies in downtown San Jose from mitted as late as Nov. 25.
All campus student organizations
sponsor a guest speaker at their Dec 12 through 19.
meeting Wednesday at 4 p.m. in
The contest is sponsored jointly and living centers are invited to
CH227.
by Metropolitan Associates, orgni- participate.
W. H. Ferry, vice-president of zation of San Jose business and
the Center for Democratic Insti- professional men, and student reptutions, will speak on "The New resentatives of the college.
Technology."
Based on ingenuity of expression
Mr. Ferry is also the co-author and resourcefulness, trophies will
of the book "Triple Revolution." be awarded the most outstanding
presentation in each of three categories
- major window display.
compact window display and lobby
Representatives from the Eoun- display. Seven judges will repretam Valley School District in sent Metropolitan Associates, SJS
Huntington Beach, Calif., will be faculty and Student Government.
on campus tomorrow to interview Student judges will be ASB Presistudents interested in primary, in- dent Jerry Spolter and Vice Presitermediate, upper and music teach- dent Vic Lee. Faculty judges will
ing positions for mid-year open- be Anna Ballarian, associate proTessor of art, and Thomas Coke,
ings.
Interviews will be held in the foreign student adviser from the
Placement Center, ADM234, and Student Personnel Office.
candidates may sign up there for
an appointment.

Christmas Contest
Open To Students

Coll Now 297-8372

all by itself.

VAUGHN’S pre -holiday
bonus event ... our entire
stock of natural shoulder
suits at S price. Choose
from vested suits, tweeds,
sharkskins and worsteds.
Made to retail frau 69.50
to 135.00.
NOW Va PRICE
Wm 345

,5c.

tO 675

ACW/I01.
DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDI

1MIUhI

AT SATHER GATE

ESTABLISHED 1927
SAN flAOSISCO, *WWI, LOS MUM. sums
PALO ALTO, UN )0Sf, SACWAINTO. SWUM
S N
JOSE
125 S. Fourth Mt.
PALO ALTO
17-1 Uniiersity Ave.
pea itail) 9-6, Thurs. 9-9

Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that’s
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn’t keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?

0

Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one’s lips is to
eating.
It’s the staccato buzz you
draining the last f ew
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
ZzzzzlIlupf!
It’s completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
well.. all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
zlupf goes a long, long
way.

go 4:11p .

SPRITE, SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN’T
KEEP_ It QUIET,.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

VAR
fill

or your ASB card
you will receive
This golden offer
expires Nov. 31, 1966.

"The Pet Man’s
Pet Store"

Limit: one per
customer.

SCREEN SCENES
’ffirelfro dgileurallotral Aeaftect
THE FINEST FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

OLA

BURBANK

522 S. Bascom
Son Jose
295-7238

"AVERYIUSUAL PICTURE! BEAUTIFUL!"
Archibr W.nston, N. Y. Scut

mt.... cones vOn321111

1

Mild&
EASTIAANCOLOR
anowe

Airline Hostess
Jobs Available

n..s cam

Color CotHit
"MONDO CANE"
HELD OVER 2nd EXCLUSIVE WEEK
The Most Breath -Taking end Pass;orete Love Story of ,
1433 The Alameda
San Jose 297-3060
CV. ’7 - 30 6 0

OWN EC

WONDROUS
POSITS

A MAN
t/
ANd A WOMAN

$12.99 to $34.99
3 to 13
5 to 15

Free Jewelry
Validated P., dug
Bank ChargesL tys.sy
Open Mon. & Thurs. unlil 9

my& ~awn sik

NOW

GRAND PRIZEWINNER
1966 CANNES FILM
FESTIVAL

Coming on captivating
Robert a’s ferninint- little
dre!ses enter the holiday
scene with verve and
charm that’s irresistable.
Priced at
Petites:
Juniors:

R-6

1191 Lincoln Ave.
in Willow Glen
298.1110

a FREE GOLDFISH.

"9rre414ta619
Charming"

A meeting will be held for anyone interested in becoming an airline stewardess tomorrow at 7
p.m. at 360 S. 11th St., according
to Miss Gloria Glidden, stewardess
representative from United Air
Lines.
"This meeting is to inform interested girls of what the life of
a stewardess is like," Miss Glidden
says. A movie will be shown, followed by a discussion.
Employment representatives
from United Air Lines in San
Francisco will be there to answer
questions. Refreshments will be
served.
Miss Glidden is one of 12 college stewardess representatives reeruiting girls on campuses throughout, the nation.

ill111/11g needy farm
toe lliSt ribli
workers and monetary contributions will be donated to the World
University SPY% -lee, a worldwide
agency which supplies sehohirships
and other help to students from all
over the world.
Aid to the nondenominational
organizations comes primarily from
western Europe and is distributed
to students primarily from Africa
and Asia.

FREE GOLD!
with this coupon

1R1/44
ag
6JTI4rgr.

Teachers Needed

Please don’t
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise

Now 1/2 Price

The first ceremony held in SJS’
Memorial Chapel after its reopening Thursday will be a Thanksgiving service this Thursday night
at 8 o’clock.
Sponsoied by the SJS Christian
Ecumenical Council, the special
service is open to all. Feature
speaker will be Father Richard
Younge, of the Episcopal Ministry.
The Christian Ecumenical Council is composed of the American
Baptist, Lutheran. Episcopal, Methodist and United Campus Christian
ministries.
Students from the Newman
Club, SJS Catholic organization,
will sing and lead the congregation in two hymns which have
been arranged as folk music. They
will be sung to guitar accompaniment.
According to the Rev. Roy Hoch,
campus pastor of the SJS Lutheran Student Association, offerings
of either canned fond or money
will be accepted. Canned food will

Sociology Group
Meets Wednesday

A "Seminar For Women," sponsored by the Placement Center will
be held Monday at 3:30 p.m. in
ED100.
Careers of special interest to
women will be discussed by representatives from Joseph Magnin’s,
Pacific Telephone, United Air
Lines, and the Social Security Administration.

vip AJA
1/RASS

Chapel Holds Service
At 8 Thanksgiving Night

I gas and billy clubs. The students
study crowd control and how to
stop a riot.
But these things only comprise
an insignificant part of a policeman’s duty. It may be years before
one of the students will be forced
to shoot someone or to even draw
and fire his weapon in the line of
duty. So, much of the class time
is spent learning about investigation techniques, organization of
police departments, traffic laws,
arrest procedures, report writing
and crime prevention. These courses make up the majority of police
school training and take up most
of a regular policeman’s time.

Careers for Women

For your
next dance try ...

SI’ UtT Vs; D

Monday, November 21, 1nr,",

STUDIO
396 South First
292-6778
"The Professionals"
u -d
"The Naked Prey"
Student Discount Rates

Did You Get
A Blue Slip,
Relax at the
Movies Tonight!

RENT

500

PER
MONTH

PORTABLES
STANDARD
TYPEWRITERS
MANUAL ADDING
MACHINES
3 -Month Rate
MANUAL
CALCULATORS
STUDENT DESKS
TAPE RECORDERS

EVEN LOWER RATES
ON A 3 -MONTH
BASIS
Up to 6 months rental can
be applied to purchase.

1

00
PER
MONTH

Electric Portables
Electric Standards
Electric Adding Machines
New RCA Television
I3 -month rate)
Electric Calculators
Tape Recorders

STORE OPEN DAILY
9 to 5p30
SAT. until 5

FREE
CAMPUS
DELIVERY

Comparable low rental rates on all other office equipment

STEVENS CREEK
OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
3449 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
PHONE 244-8140
Open Daily 9 to 5:30
Saturdays 9 to

; 1\ .
8CP URT tiN 11 AET.T

Race To Begin
Here Tomorrow
The

Turk’

annual

Trot.

even:
roasts 01 a race,
coveting app, -,:mately 2.9 miles,
from Seventh Si reet to the Spartan Stadium and hack. Novice
and open class divisions will compete.
Members of the Homecoming
0111 the awards to
CefIlet WI!!
Ilie
’ arirrow: afternoon
V. Students who
iiimals will have
:iii animals’ eare
Tamer said.
ihe Daily last
proximately 250
:,
Fridirj
up for the race.
men ha:
for intramural
"The r ,1
teams will reeforflpef,’
L;ri
pa rtici pa tion
ceive
intramural proaward lioir
gram" he

Thanksgiving race will begin tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. on Seventh
Street.

Participants are asked

In arrive at the event by 3 p.m.
to sign up and be ready to go
at race time iieeiirdirc ii, DaVe
president of Alpha Phi
TUrner
Omega. The fraternity is spin goring the event for the intramural program.
Today on iq11111:US Aluionts and
faculty may see the award::
which consist of a live turkey,
duck, and chiaken in front of
the bookstore and the cafeteria.
Place trophies will he presented
I a. the first three runners in
each division, in addition to the
three live avvards,

r’unts

[Match Box
MARRIAGES
Nally V. Dudley, 1966 graduate
morn Troy, N.Y., to R. Michael
Denereld, senior biological scietWe major flom Pasadena.
ENGAG EM t:NTS
Sharon Lynne Parnell, junior
art -education major from Atherton, to Warren L. Strouse, senior art -education major from
Sunnyvale. The couple has not
set a wedding date.
Carol Gadshy, senior sociology
major and a member of Alpha
Chi Omega sorority from San
Jose, to Nick Roden, graduate
business administration major
from Redding. The couple plans
to marry in summer of 1967.
Kathryn L. Iffe4Wiek, sophomore social science major from
San Jose, to Roger T. Martin,
junior biological major and a
member of the Arnold Air Society. Mat tin is from Los Altos.
The couple has not set a definite
wedding date,
PINNINGS

COMPUTER
DATE!!

---Why Pc.q More?
COMPUTE-DATE
11iVE

compatible names for only $2.50

Compute-A-Date
235 W. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 505
Aland, California 94611

JoAnn Sobey, junior social science major and a member of
Kappa Alpha Theta SOl’Orily from
Los Gatos, to Hill Clark, a senior
social science major and a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon from
Los Altos.

Series Designed
To Provide Help
For the Undecided
The Career Information Series
is designed for SJS coeds who
are undecided on

their career

goals, as well as other interested

MARRIED & GRADUATE
STUDENTS
6 Reasons Why 1 on Should
\love to We’st San Jose
I 1,&
2

3-lledroott, kpartments

MI Electric kitchens with DI S I I \\ \ SI IER

3 2 Large
1111115

l’ouls & 2 Saunas
I Patios

Spacious Croundk

5
() --

Musical’s Tickets
To Go On Sale
Tomorrow At One ..

Monday, November 21, V488

t; San Just.

State

For farther information please

CALL 241-0686

CALL NOW!

students.
Representatives from Joseph
Magnin’s,
Pacific
Telephone,
United Air Lines and Social Security Administration will speak
at a seminar for women today at
3:30 p.m. in ED100. The program is sponsored by the SJS
Placement Center.
The Career Information Series
is planned to provide students
with factaul and timely presentations relating to occupational
fields of current interest.
Presentation will include information on qualifications for
employment, typical duties, beginning and long-range salaries
opportunities for personal and
career development, and trends
in the field. A question and
answer period will follow

Cinematography
The SJS Cinematography Society meets every day Monday
in SD118 at 4 p.m. Charles
Chess, instructor in drama, is
adviser. Everyone is invited to
attend.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

feletti.0.!

WHAT’S A SONG GIRL? An SJS song girl
represents the best college tradition of vim,
vigor and vitality which adds up to SPIRIT! The
twirling porn pons and dancing feet of the SJS
song girls belong to, -from left, Misses Cynthia

’Here We Go, State,’ Go!

Song Girls’ Spirit Brightens
Games; Games Brighten Girls
"There is nothing like seeing
the crowd respond well to the
cheerleaders, or hearing them
clap while the band is playing
and we’re dancing- it makes it
all worthwhile." This statement
by SJS song girl JoAnn Sobey
sums up the other seven song
girls’ feeling when they’re dancing in front of the rooters.
Stirring up school spirit at the
football games and upeoming
basketball season are pert and
peppy Head Song Girl, Hilary
Goldwater, song girl Cynthia
Burkinshaw, Joan de Ferrari,
Mary Hansen, Judy Salberg, and
alternates Kathi Rodr:ick and
JoAnn Sobey.
Miss Goldwater explains that
their official title is "Spartanettes," but they’re commonly
called the "Spartan Song Girls."
SPIRIT BOOSTERS
These spirit boosters respond
to the rooter’s yells and the
band’s music with porn pens
shaking and feet kicking to such
lively rhythms as "Here we go.
State, here we go."
Miss Goldwater,
third -year
veteran of the group, explained
why she wanted to be head
song girl. "I really wanted to
make the song girls a united organization to represent school
spirit. The song girls are not
dancing girls to promote themselves, but they are a group
which represents SJS’ spirit,"
she continued.
The girls are continually developing new routines to add to
the novelty and originality of
their performance, according to
Miss Goldwater. She described
one new routine as the "go-go"
which is a combination of the
the "temptation
"jerk" and
walk" dances done to rock ’n
roll music.

17 A’EST
THANKSGIVING MENU
Green,

Climb, man, climb! Ivy-covered walls are a
tradition in college ... and so are ivy-covered
students. GREAT SELECTION, student of tradition, of ivy button-down shirts, v-neck sweaters and tapered ivy slacks. Famous names, too;
Haggar, Towne and King, Levi’s. Swing down
and climb up to ...

Dining 1 to 10 p.m.
********
..I of Mixed
- d or Cream

ENTREES
Oct gra,
ROAST TOM TURKEY.
and whole creche::,
$3.50
BAKED VIRGINIA HAM,
$3.25
Champagne
BUTTERFLY’D JUMBO PRAWNS,
$2.95
Souse
STUFFED JUMBO MUSHROOMS,
la Duselie
$3.00
’
BROILED TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
$4.85
BROILED NEW YORK STEAK
$4.95
BROILED FILET MIGNON
$5.25
BROILED DOUBLE LAMB CHOPS.
Mini ielly
$4.25
Pumpkin Pie Whipped C. Hot Mince Pie
Brandy
Champagne Sherbet Cho- , ’
MIS
Coffee
Tee
CHOICE FOR THE CHILD (under 12,
Turkey, Hafr, Lamb Chop, rr
Prawns
$1.95
For Reservations: 298:5000

MACY’S
AMER SHOP

Burkinshaw, JoAnn Sobey, Judy Salberg, Head
Song Girl Hilary Goldwater, Mary Hansen and
Joan de Ferrari. Not shown is Miss Kathy Rod rick. The girls perform at the football, basketball, water polo and soccer games.

17 WEST
34 E. Rosemary
San Jose
,
(OH N 1st nf
ACRES OF PARKING

She also recalled the Charleston routine and flapper dresses
the girls invented for the 1966
helm., "ft. t in’
Homecoming
Twenties."
SUMMARIZES DUTIES
Miss Goldwater, a sociology
major, summarized her many responsibilities is ordering new
Porn pons and outfits, organizing tryouts, contracting for the
record player, "making sure we
arrive on time everywhere," and
the "go-between the athletic department and the Whole group."
This year’s outfits are different from the previous two
years. The girls designed and
ordered gold mini skirts, trimmed
in white, a la the Couri’eges
look.
Besides boosting SJS spirit,
the girls spread the image of
SJS by participating in local
high school rallies and by helping them judge their song girl
tryouts.
Spring tryouts for SJS song
girls begin after basketball season, according to Miss Goldwater. She explained the procedure. First, all interested girls
are invited to attend song girl
workshops where they are
taught basic routines.
PERFORMS ROUTINES
These girls perform their routines before the current song
girls. They :ire lodged on skill,

A limited number of spaces
is ayailable

enthusiasm, poise, ’appearance
and attitude.
Miss Goldwater explained that
a "healthy attitude is to be good
as a group and not individually"
is important.
Twelve finalists are chosen and
a further test of routine skills
breaks the group down to four
regular and two alternate song
girls.
Miss Goldwater emphasized,
"This year we make the alternates an active part of our
group. They attend all the practices and fill in when we need
them," she concluded.
SONG LEADER
The head song girl is chosen
from the current group. She is
interviewed on her attitude, responsibility, leadership, and imaginative ideas by a panel consisting of Dean Cornelia Tomes,
dean of women; Band Director ,
Roger Muzzy, and interested
faculty members from the rally
committee, activities office, and
athletic department. This same
panel also helps select the other
song girls.
Miss Goldwater stressed the
personal satisfaction gained from
working for someone other than
herself, which is the current SJS’
song girl’s creed.
She concluded, "If I have confidence in myself and everyone
in the group has confidence,
then it’s a good feeling."

Ski Club To Present
Film, To Hold Raffle
The SJS Ski Club will present "Ski West," a film narrated
by Jim Rice, Saturday, Dec. 3,
at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Tickets for the movie, and
raffle which will be held at the
showing, may be obtained beginning tomorrow at the Student
Affairs Business office, Building
It., and/or at tables located in
fmtit of the bookstore or on
Seventh Street.

0

items donated

by

for information:
Office of International Programs
California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132

Fare: $225 one way
40333000ooara8.

XEROX COPIES
10c each
Special Quan. Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT
(student

rates)

Late model standard
New porreoles
Rentel-purches.
Free delivery

INTERESTED
IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

local

be raffled off include skiis, merrentals anti lift tickets.

presents
SeOurcte,

THE

UKRAINIAN
"DANCE

100 DANCERS PLUS

For Faculty, Staff, Students of
The California State Colleges

chandise certificates, ski lessons

- Now Cork Lene.

IM

ParisSan Francisco
August 5, 1967

shops and ski resorts which will

AN IHRESISTIRE DANCE SHOW! FANTABUIMIS!
0SSFTI

CHARTER JET FLIGHT
FROM EUROPE

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

A $1 donation fee will be
charged and will admit the ticket holder to the show and the
raffle immediately following the
movie. The money collected from
the ski film will help finance
the SJS Ski Team.
Ski

Tickets will go on sale at the
SJS Box Of ficee tomorrow for
the campus performances of
Meredith Willson’s "Music Man."
Tickets may be obtained at the
box office between 1 and 5 p.m.
tomorrow, Wednesday and Monday, Nov. 28, through Friday,
Dee, 9. The musical will open at
8:15 p.m. Friday. Dec. 2, in the
Colle;e Theatre, and will he followed by performances on Saturday. Dec. 3 and Wednesday.
Saturday. Dee. 7-10.
Admission for Friday and Saturday evening performances is
$1.25 for SJS students and $2.50
for ot her s. Admission for
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday Matinee performances is $1
for SJS students and $2 for
others. The Saturday matinee
program is set for 2 p.m. on
Dec. 10.
Directors of the musical are
Dr. Harold C. Crain, professor of
drama, and Dr. Edwin C. Dunning, associate professor of music. Choreography is by Mrs.
Carol Haws, assistant professor
of physical education and staging
by J. Wendell Johnson, professor of drama.
Action of the musical centers
on a slick confidence noun who
attempts to sell the citizenry on
the idea of establishing a band.
-
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SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TUES. EVE. NOV. 29 8:30 P.M.
MAIN FLOOR: 55.00 - $5.75 - $6.50
LOWER BALCONY: $5.00 6.50; UPPER BALCONY: $2.75 3.50 4.25
40 W. SAN CARLOS
295-0888

ON SALE: SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
STUDENTS. 500. DISCOUNT ON ALL MAIN FLOOR SEATS

MR. JOHN B. LAMBERT
will be on the campus

Wednesday. November 30
Centennial Hall, Rm, 164
3:30 to 4:30
Interviews on
Thursday, December 1
to discuss the training offered at
A.I.F.T. (an intensive nine months
program of post graduate study) and
the job opportunities open to
graduates in the field of
INTERNATIONAL TRADE and
GOVERNMENT SERVICE.
Interview, may be scheduled at

THE PLACEMENT CENTER
The American Institute
For Foreign Trade

I lie

Thunderbird Campus
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
An Affniate 01
Amer,, ail Management Association

us

of

1.

Members of the campus community who grew a fondness for

tt

Richard Buckminster ("Ducky"’
Fuller

during

his

two

words what he had learned in
his lifetime," Bucky goes back
to the very beginning of his 68
years and presents a gay pamcly
of the song "School Days:"
WOMB DAYS-WOMB DAYSDEAR OLD TUNEVIV
HAYS . . .

month

stay as SJS first Distinguished
Scholar-in-Itusidence last semester may have wondered what
has since happened to the architect -engineer.
It has been almost eight
months since the end of his
campus stay.
Like most creative people he
has continued to grow spiritually
and mentally. This aspect of his
personality probably was most
recently revealed in an article
written by trim which appears
in the Nov. 12 issue of Saturday
Review magazine.
Asked to tell "in 5,000 written

SAIL TO EUROVE
FROM THE
WEST COAST!
GREAT ITINERARY
LOW, 1.0W RATES!
The popular economy liner
MAASDAM oleparts from Los
Angeles January 4, via Arapulco, Balboa, and Kingston to
Lisbon, Southhampton or Rotterdam. Arrival in Lisbon is
January 27, Rotterdam is Jana.
cry 31.
10% round trip discount available for air or sea return. Deck
plans and descriptive folder will
be sent on request.

RATES

from

$355

This bargain won’t last.
Call or write:
SIEMER Si DA ND. LTD.
465 California Street
San rranvisco, Calif.
397-6737

romn

Front there the scholar goes
into a complex discourse on semattes and scientific theory
which makes difficult reading for
the average reader.
One has little difficulty understanding him, however, when
he notes, "I have learned that
Man knows little and thinks he
knows a lot.
"When any man can tell us
that hit is deliberately pushing
each of his million head-hairs
out through his scalp at specifically preferred rates and in speed ically controlled shapes for
soccirirally controlled purposes,
. ii ia say this man knows a
little."
He also comments, "I have
learned that truth is an omnipresent. omnidirectional evolutionary awareness, one of whose
rindly multiplying facets discloses that there are no ’absolutes’ - no ’ends’ in themselves,
no ’things’ only transitionally
I ransforma live miring."
The inventor of the geodesic
dome and the Dymmion car best
summarizes his views, when he
states. "I am the most unlearned
man I know. I don’t know anyone who has learned how little
one knows as have I.
"But that does not belittle the
little I seem to know, and I have
confidence in the importance of
remembering how little we know
and of the possible significance
of the fact that we prosper and
at some times even enjoy life in
Universe despite the designed-in

PRE-CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
100% European Human Hair Wiplets

From $19.95
Matched to your hair color

ALSO
100% European Human Hair Wigs

$10.50 down and $9.30 per month
Includes 15 Free Sets and Styles

Junior Charge Plates Available
rd

10
4

Auditions for One-Acts
Open To All Students

Scientist Finds Self Unlearned
But Not Without Knowledge
By CHARLOTTE WON6
Fine Arts Editor
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PIZZA
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SPAGHETTI
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Night Dinner
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or VI, PIIIICS
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vegetable: choice of beverage, entree and
R I ’CKMINSTER ("BUCKY") FULLER, world famous engineer, rcratect, is pictured above as he appeared during his two-month
campus stay (Feb.7 - March 20) as SJS’ first Distinguished Scholarin Pcsiderce.
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WOULD YOU BELIEVE
SAVINGS OF 850-5150
ON CAR INSURANCE?
If, during your COLLEGE or
HIGH SCHOOL sprung semester,
you received a "B" average, you
will qualify for this SCHOLASTIC
DISCOUNT.
Would you believe Agent Smart2
What abeut Agent 007?
How .1Lout cnh-g Agent
PAUL SCOLA
65 W. Hamilton, Campbell
Off,ce 378-4123
Res. 266-5908
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SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

Dr. Gibson Walters, Music Department chairman, is representing SJS today and tomorrow at
the Forty-Second Annual Meeting of the National Association
of Schools of Music (NASM) in
Dallas, Tex,
SJS’ Music Department was
the first in the state college system to be admitted into NASM.
NASM has been designated by
the National Commission on Accrediting as the agency responsible for the accreditation of all
music degree curricula wit It
specialization in the fields if
applied music, music theory,
composition, music therapy, musicology and music as a majbr
in liberal arts programs.
Some 300 member schools Will
be represented by the heads ot
the music department in niosi
universities and colleges and hy
the administrative heads of C011-

Open Daily at 4 p.m.

sir !Una rnajOr

gist) lief*

Music Head
Represents SJS
At Texas Meet

servalories.

ok.nt -Direct

Th,..111-11

History Professor
To Present
Soviet Film Classic
Dr. Merrill Spaulding, lectiner
in history, will present a special
showing of the Russian flint
"Ivan the Terrible" t Part Ii at
7 p.m. tomorrow in Morris
Dailey Auditorium,
Part II of the film will be
shown at 3:30 and 7 p.ni
Wednesday, Nov. 30, as part of
the regular Classic Film Series
present at ions.
Director and writer of the
96-minute, English-subtitled film
is Sergei Eisenstein. The 1944
production is based on the life
of Ivan IV 11530-84), who became Grand Duke at 14 and at
17 proclaimed himself the first
Tsar of Russia.
The film stars Nikolai Cherkassov, L. Tselikovskaya, N.
Nabvanov and V. I. Pudovkin.
Music is by Sergei Prokofiev
and camera work by Eduard
Tisse and Andrei Moskvin,
Director Eisenstein especially
is noted for his use of montage,
that is. the juxtaposition of material photographed at different
times and locations to form significant associations and the illusion of continuous movement.
The New York Herald Tribune
called the film "A fascinating
screen tapestry . . . a brilliant
and engrossing historical chronicle . . . it never fails to have
Vernendous cinematic impact."

Drama graduates Stanley Anderson and Eddy EmanuEl will
direct Albee’s "The Death of
Bessie Smith" and Chekhov’s
"The Wedding," respectively.
Rehearsals will be held 7-10
p.m. beginning Monday, Dec. 5
and- will not interfere with
Chrgitmtm vacations.
Anderson is the recipient of
the Peninsula Children’s Theatre
Fellowship,
and
ASSOCiat ion
rmanuEl is the winner of the
Samuel S. Schubert Foundation
Fellowship in Playwriting.

the Drama Depart ed OneActs arc open its :III interested
SJS students rug:Illness of ma and will be held today and
tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. in the
Studio Theatre, SD103, according to 1)r. Paul W. Davee, associate professor of drama.
Th. one-act plays will be per’tin on campus
.lan 12-14 The 1,1:IN lilt
,
iru.uh,

Men! ,

littleness that we have to ’get
by with’."
With these words Bucky acknowledges the limitations of
Man while positively reaffirming
his place in the total environment.
Th, Alth, defines "entropy"
rAlt. Crien!.N loss- and
as
t,untuculat
art,
itw,. "Vol! and
arc
Wt
ct
UM%
exquisite anti -in? 1.ipy. I’ll be
seeing you! Forever!"
You bet, dear roan. D’s
da tel

10th & William

35c
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Sixth Try a Charm for Poloists

_

’Monday,

TIMMY

November

21, 141i6

Walton’s Wonders Finally Win Ate College Trophy
By LEW ARMISTEAD
Spartan Dana sport,. Writer

game of the State College Water ment first team and two on the
Polo Championships and brought second club.
Greg Hind. Jack Likins, Steve
There is a golden gleam ema- home the golden first place trophy.
nating from writer polo coach Lee
The poloists played one of their Hoberg, who scored the winning
Saturday afternoon,
and
Walton’s office today, and it isn’t ’ best games of the season to con - goal
someone smiling with gold-filled ’tier Long Beach, 7-6, Saturday goalie Bob Liking earned first
selection
and
defensive
teeth.
in the tournament’s top game at team
standouts John Williams and Doug
For the first time in Walton’s San Francisco State.
Additionally, SJS placed four Arthur were named to the second
six years at SJS, his boys defeated
Long Beach State in the final men a the seven -man all-tourna- squad.

"LET’S GET ACQUAINTED PASS"
This C ’upon EnCles Holder to Free Time
at Any One Activity (VALUE $1)
Billiards
Pick
Ping Pong
Shuffleboard
Indoor Archery
Slot Car Racing
Snooker
Sot. until 2 a as
Ooss 365 Days, 11 a.m. to Midnight Fri. &
After Dec. 2. 1966
Good Anv.inle, bcept on Holidays Void

LIMIT ONE PASS TO A PARTY

711.1/’Ilte

Cenfir

L486 El Camino Real (I blk. south of San Antonio)

948-9818

’GREATEST TEAM WIN
’This was one of our greatest
team wins," exclaimed a jubilant
Walton, fresh from the ducking in
IMe pool his team gave him,
"I feel that with this win our
chances in the Northern California
Closed Tournament are greatly enhanced."
The Spartans’ next activity
starts Tuesday in the Northern
ICalifornia Tourney, which draws
the hest clubs in that area, when
they play the University of Pacific
I and the Olympic Club.
SJS was able to conquer one of ,

with seven
iio,cinad
lost
its season’s weakni
Ii t,, a girds.
Long Beach by gettim,
cr
ely domi’1 no
strong start. Hind’s opening period
Lin %yore
goal gave the Sparts a lead, and
aily
Hind trital
the best the favored 49ers could dile tit sao.
t ;!
!111 4.
r,ii
..
do was tie the count
It
L. 14.
occasions.
‘.
.1
by
p.
1.1
I
"We had fine shitotint: f 1,1in
.
,t I. q i:lo
Jack Likins, fluid and I loi at
Ile.’ :if
I I OP
Walton said, "and Bob Likais
141.
played one of his best games ti1 1....11’11.1, .111111/.
E. :I ti)
the season."
The key to the Spartan victory
was a strong effort by the bench.
led by Rich Rogers and Johit
Schmidt. SJS lost scoring ace Jack
Likins for all but one minutt til
the second half due to fouls, I to
the remainder of the team
.4 el Id jot)
tamed the offensive spurt.
Behind the staunch defeto o
’it left
play of Williams. Arthur. Ri,: :
end
and Schmidt, the Sparts were a o:. ad
to hold Long Beach’s Bob Saari 1..
three goals. In their first meet ii
us ith
which Long Boat’ won 111-6. Si,. I !
lax/aura asinameanalasseemaamarraramarmr

t 3:15 remaining in the game on a
!pass from Hind to Hoberg in front
of the net.
SJS mated into the Long Beach
:ime after wins over San Diego
Fri:lay, 13-3, and Cal Poly at Pomona Saturday morning, 14-3.
Ti’.’ Spartans had little trouble
ri eithri: :rame as they jumped Off
’41 rIIly
leads and were able to

substitute freely.
Hind paced the scoring against
San Diego with four goals, including three in the first period. Jack
Elkins added three and Hoberg
had a pair.
Hind and Likins shared offensive honors against Cal Poly with
four goals each. Rogers and Hobet g added two each.

Scores That Weren’t
Drop Gridders 15-13
By LEE 1111,LERAT
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
A pair of touchdowns that
weren’t were enough for Fresno
State Bulldogs to upset SJS 15-13
Sz.turday before 5,400 disappointed
fans in muddy Spartan Stadium.
Playing sloppy ball in their seafinale, the Spartans had mobbad play
Ihrlu,nighut
ii s with
he game.
The worst break cost the game
in t he final period.
On a fourth and 19 from the
F’resno 32, quarterback Danny
Holman zeroed in on Steve Cox
for what appeared to be the winning score as only 1:09 remained
in the game. The play was called
Lack, however, for a backfield in
ntuition infraction.
On the following play, Holman’s
:it tempted toss was deflected short
Cox and the Bulldogs ran out
the clock.
The Holman to Cox combination had another score called back
ta the second period. While offi(t
rIiiil.s were correct on their final
quarter judgment, a bad decision
here proved the Spartans’ downGrabbing a 30-yard toss from
two defenders, Cox was ruled out
the end zone by a poorly positioned official. Press box observcri agreed Cox landed within the
ail zone boundaries.
Troubles with officials weren’t

enough however, as the Spartans
:made some problems of their own.
Most costly was a third quarter
Icenter snap. On a fourth down
play from the SJS 38, punter
Randy Cardin had to down the ball
in the end zone for a two-point
safety after the hike had sailed
over his outstretched hands.
The score at the time was 13-13
and gave Fresno the eventual winning points.
A Roger Young interception in
the second period, one of four off
Holman, set up the first Fresno
tally. About to be tackled after
returning four yards from midfield, Young lateraled to Mike
Freeman, who carried to the SJS
one. Bulldog quarterback Dan Robinson bolted the final yard.
Spartan scores came in the
opening periods.
Bobby Trujillo took a four-yard
lob from Holman to give SJS a
7-0 lead. The drive was set up by
penalties and Don Peterson’s 56yard interception run.
Fullback Bob Hamilton provided a 13-0 margin when he blasted
the final two yards of a second
quarter 74-yard series, Hamilton
turned in the finest ground performance of the year as he rushed
for 72 yards in 18 carries.
Fresno’s other score was on a
six-yard aerial from Robinson to
Denny Moulton early in the third
quarter.

SJS Kickers Dumped
To End Title Hopes
By ’Jill ST I{ EET
.:-partan t).dls sports Writer
FRANCISCO Playing in
1:etter suited for ducks,
soccer club saw its
s
the NCAA title washed
tt Balboa Stadium Saturday.
rar l’niversity of San Francisco
Baits scored a 2-1 victory.
The win enables the Dons to advance to the quarter-finals against
either St. Louis University or Colorado State,
For the Spartans it brought an
end to their most successful season with 10 wins and only two
losses. SJS, however, is scheduled
to play in the annual Elks Bowl in
Spartan Stadium Dec. 10.
A driving rain and windstorm
causing precarious footing for both
ritibs hampered the game between
two of the stiongest teams in the
nation,
S.IS tallied first when Henry
Camacho scored in the first period
following a pass from Bob Davis.
The play was set up by some fine
defensive work on the part of Bc
don Miller. Gary Iacini and Steve
I art.
Both teams went scoreless in
i,ar

This tweedy GANT sport shirt
will hold its rustic colorings permanently.
McKenzie: great shirt for indoors or out. And its rich Autumn hues will
retain their original colorings in sun or suds. Reason: the rugged, tweedy fabric

A New Home for
SPAGHETTI LOVERS
Al! the spaghetti
you (’all eat.
N14m(lav iltril

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara St.

Typewriters

is an ingenious blend of 50% Orlon’ acrylic and 50% rayon. In distinctive plaids

In a Squeeze Over
Finances?

of brown and gold, blue and mid-blue or turkey-red and goldall blended with olive.
Tapered Hugger body. About $12 at discerning stores.

the second period, but USF came
back in the third stanza to score
two quick goals for the margin of
victory. Ed Rangel tied the count
at 1-1, and about a minute later
Bob Dekkers took advantage of
the slippery conditions to score.
After a USF player kicked the
ball to the goal, it stuck in the
mud about a foot from the goal.
Goalie Frank Mangiola was
sprawled in the mud and Locci
desperately tried to reach the ball
before Dekkers, but could not get
traction in the slippery turf.
The Spartans had several good
shots at the Don goal in the second half, but couldn’t cash in.

Let us case the burden
,Aith
BUDGET

1966

Special Student
Discounts
on typewriter rentals.
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MANN HAUS 1 MOSHER’S LTD. I HOWARD PETERSON

Most Makes and lit fel,

Modern Office Machines
12.1 E. San Fernando
293-5283

293-1588
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Harriers Hope to Run Over Competition

Spartans Face Tough Competition in Kansas
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By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Spurts Writer
Facing what could be the stronge;t cross-country field in the history of the NCAA, the SJS harriers went after their third national title in five years at 9 this
morning in Lawrence, Kan. SJS
scored back-to-back titles in
1962-63.
For the Spartans, it brings a
near end to the successful season
that resulted in six regularly
scheduled meet victories and one
practice meet win. They close out
the season Saturday in the U.S.
Field Federation meet in Wichita,
Kan.
Western Michigan entered the
cross-country fiasco today as the
defending champion and one of the
strong teams in the running. While
most of the pre-meet talk involved
Washington State with Gerry Lind-

gren and University of Kansas
with Jim Ryun, such well-balanced
teams as SJS and Villanova rank
high among the possible national
title captives.
The Volunteers set many NCAA
records with their low point total
in meets. i Low points wins in
cross-country racing), with their
balanced attack.
However, the Cougars and Kansas clubs did not reach crosscountry supremacy with just Lindgren and Ryun and also have other
outstanding runners.
’FUN COURSE’
The course at KU, where the
six-mile race was ran, is considered by former SJS cross-country
coach Mery Smith as "a fun
course." Many picture the state
of Kansas as flat, but quite the
contrary as far as the course is
concerned. A series of hills, ditches

and erevaces make the run tough
for the runners.
It is, however - according to
Smith--a fast course. The stretch
run is mostly downhill, which gives
the runners the incentive of a very
fast finish.
This could prove an important
point for the SJS harriers, especially Jim Sullivan who finishes
fast anyway. Coach Tracy Walters said before the team departed
San Francisco International Airport for Kansas, Thursday, that
Sullivan is an example of a real
good downhill runner.
In other words, he paces himself on the uphill part of the
course and makes his move on the
descent.
Although the Spartan harriers
often run close together in races.
they really are individuals out on
the course.

The success story of this year’s
SJS cross-country team stems
more from the individualist theory
of coach Tracy Walters than anything else.
SJS closes out its banner year
this year in the Midwest hoping
to bring back the NCAA trophy
similar to the two now on display
in the physical education building
from the Spartan efforts in 1962-63
seasons.
The signs of a good coach come
from what he gets out of his performers. Walters believes his runners should regulate their workouts according to their own plans
-and both he and the Spartans
have benefited.
"I hate regimentation in sports,"
Walters stated earlier this season.
By working on their own, the
Spartans molded themselves into
a well-balanced club that improved
with each meet.
SEASON OPENER
In the season opener-way back
in September-SJS finished secong over-all and first among colleges in the Long Beach Invitational. Sullivan, one of the few
seniors on the team, led the SJS
harriers with a seventh place.

Byron Lowry - The Spartans’
mighty -mite-was 10th, Klemmer,
15th, Langdon, 15th Russ Mahon,
20th, Steve Brown, 22nd, and
Chuck August, 28th.
It was, however, the first and
last time the Spartan top seven
harriers finished lower than 15th
place.
The following week in their first
six-mile race of the year, SJS entertained Athens Athletic Club of
Oakland and captured many of the
top spots. Sullivan was second.
Brown fourth, Langd on fifth,
Lowry seventh, Klemmer eighth,
August ninth and Mahon 10th.
In the Sacramento State Invitational, Lowry began his surge to
the top with a third place finish.
In the biggest meet of the season
in northern California, the Spartans totalled 32 points, to far outdistance runner-up Cal who garnered 103 points.
The following week Cal Poly
of San Luis Obispo and Fresno
State felt the brunt of the SJS
attack mid fell in a triangular
meet. Lowry, Langdon, Klemmer
and Sullivan swept the first four
places, followed by George Weed
in sixth.

It was the highlight of the season for Weed, ’a returning member from last year, hut the competition for him came to a quick
end the following week in practice
when he injured his foot. By the
time the ailment was cured he
was out of shape and couldn’t
break into the top seven.

By training according to their
own specifications without any outside pressure, it has been one reason for the astounding success.
TOP EASTERN TEAMS
The Spartans also went up
against the top eastern crosscountry teams today, facing such

tans placed 11th in the races. Jim
Sullivan finished the highest with
a 26th place.
Walters also said before the
team departed that his runners
would have to start fast and keep
up with the pacesetters.
This has been the case with SJS
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* * * *
Walters Training Theories
Key to Runners Success

Intramural Announcements
TURKEY TROT
Two hundred and twenty-six
runners are expected to start the
Turkey Trot come rain or shine
Tuesday afternoon.
The annual event, sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega and the Intramural Department, will start at
3:30 p.m. in front of the cafeteria.
This year 215 runners have
signed up for the novice division
and 11 for the open division. The
latter class is composed of athletes

who have had experience on junior
college or college teams and are
handicapped.
Intramural Director Dan Unruh
reported that all runners have
been assigned a numbers and must
pick it up in his office, MG121,
Monday afternoon or Tuesday
morning.
"The runners should be lined up
in front of the cafeteria by 3:10
to be checked off by these numhers," he explained.

MOST UNFORTUNATE
Walters called it "the most unfortunate accident of the season."
The epitomy of the season came
at Stanford when SJS established
a record that cannot be beaten-only tied.
The same top seven swept the
race with five crossing the finish
line simultaneously.
Klemmer, along with Sullivan
and Langdon were members of the
Spartan cross-country team last
year, and Klemmer was given an
added incentive for an impressive
showing when he was named cocaptain, along with Tommie Smith,
of the SJS track team at a team
meeting last Monday night.

Football Meeting
Footballers will meet tonight at
6 in the South Campus for an important meeting, states grid coach
Harry Anderson. All members of
the team are asked to attend.

FOR SALE
AMERICAN PEOPLE
ENCYCLOPEDIA SET
20 Volumes
Including 5 Yearbooks
and 2 Dictionaries
$350 VALUE SACRIFICE FOR $100
Phone 292-5484
Near to Campus

NCAA TITLE HOPEFULS - These seven SJS
cross-country runners who helped lead the Spar
tans to an undefeated season, close out the
harrier season this week in Kansas. The team
competed in the NCAA championships today
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SKIS
One new pair, Head Standard,
205/cm.- $100. Used only one
month, Hart Galaxie #2, white,
200/cm., with bindings- -$110.
Call 292-2877
Wkends aft. 5; wkdays. anytime

Spartan Daily Classifieds
TWO -BEDROOM APT. Furnished, 1/2 blk.
north of college. 48 S. 4111. $139 per
month. See Apt. 18 or call 292-7852.
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we
cut if. Pete’s Barber Shop. Two barbers. GIRL WANTED to share three-bedrCom
house. Two blocks from school. $35 u mo.
$1.80. 58 5 4th Street.
455 San Salvador. 287-0798.
MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share two’
AUTOMOTIVE 12)
bedroom apt. $75. 620 S. 7th St.. Apt. 4.
292-9502.
1,800
miles.
Must
’66 HONDA 300
sell. $525 or offer. Call Phil, 259-8419.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (II

GIRL ROOMMATE wanted to share 3.1
bedroom, furnished apt. with two others.
$50 a month, all utilities paid. 453 S.
10th or call 287-0969 before 12 noon.

GRADUATE GIRL rocrernale wanted.
One bedroom apt., 425 E. San Fernando, "D." Between 9th and 10th. Cell
286-3946 or come over after 5 p.m.
TWO-BEDROOM FURNISHED apt, for ATTRACTIVE STUDIO apt. for rent.
per month. 475 S. 4th St., Apt. 8.
$97.50
rent. Clean, close to campus. Across
DOUBLE ROOMS for men. Quiet, prifrom Kiippu house. 351 5. 11th. 286. vate
entrance, $30 per month. 287-6881
4351
or 295.8858. 617 S. 6th.
PRIVATE ROOM 2. Board. Good food,
quiet. $25 per week. No smoking or
drinking. 293.1311. 104 S. 13th St.
ART STUDIO, above guru ;e. Only half
block from schc.c.l. $17.50 per month.
SONO/4116S
292.9400.
eel -gas CAKC
WEONC5roW
Lae d,wc,
LOST AND FOUND 161

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’62 SPRITE, good condition low mileage.
now tires. tonnes., $895. 266.1744 after
530 p.m.
’61 PONTIAC TEMPEST, twodoor deluxe.
Factory air conditioned, bucket seats, etc.
Runs perfect, looks perfect. Low mileage.
WO or offer. 351 S. 11th. Apt. 14.

Moia

’Carry opnwl
CON OPOvi3C
v sear
t401.(41

cis2i-1 Reale 7
4-211Z

TR-4A. IRS, late ’65. Dove white, red
leather interior. American mugs, walnut
dash. Michelin tires, 10-1, many extras,
on warranty. Best offer. 251-7004.

,. ,

’62 CHEVROLET, Biscayne, 6 cylinder, 4
door. 8/ti Automatic transmission. $750.
152 3273.
’66 VW. Dark green, good engine and
interior. 12/1-1. $450 or best offer. Call
287-1791.

r

r

mifilimilmeetunamm
;atm rota: New
1.9 MAKE A 6ROCEVY
1-197 f7UE Foxiony

’61 VW BUS. $875. Excellent condition.
Clean. Low mileage. Call 286.3500, Ext.
211. After 6 p.m.. 423-0224.

FOR SALE 131
MOVING. MUST SELL 23 -inch table TV.
walnut book case, double and single
beds, and many other items. 298-5243.
SKIS, poles and bindings, $45. Ancient
ski boots, $1.50. Clarinet, $85. 298-2331
evenings.
WOOD LATHE, $15. Radial Drill Press
32" Industrial, $37.50. All new! 241.1943
or 292-0409.
MOLITOR SKI boots, ladies’ 9, cost $85,
sell $20. Excellent condition. Temp.-,
Down Parka, men’s large. $15. Tyrol
penders, $2.50. Pivetta climb boots, men s
9 $5. 298-6986.
HELP WANTED 141

SALESMEN: Need Christmas Tree salesmen & lot managers to work on commis’
sion. Pay is excellent. Apply in person
after Nov. 25 at McClandless $1-$2-$3
& up Christmas Tree lot on Story Rood,
San Jose: or call 266-2787.
WANTED: Fry cooks to work at Jack -In
The -Box, 4th and San Carlos. 11.30 la
230, luncheon, preferred.

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Origin’s, jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273,
SERVICES

B

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
Innuallv. Dave Towle, 244-9600.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis. Only 3Sc a page. 258-4335.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed. 243-6313. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

’56 CHEVY, two.door. V-8, new tires,
good condition. $250 or best offer. Coil
292-9246 after 5 p.m.

’64 MGB. Driven by lady school teacher
to and from school. 22.000 miles. Really
sharp! Black with red interior, wire
wheels, tonneau. $1,900. 253-9414.

LOST: Boxer-Beagle puppy. Brown with
black face, broken tail. Lost on Nov. 10.
Call 286-8098.
LOST: Black female dog with white spot
on chest. Terrier cut, has two collars.
Name is "Sloopy." Missing since Nov.
10. Call Lynda, 297-5397. Reward!
FOUND: Woman’s coat picked up by
mistake during blood drive. Claim at
Catholic Womenis Center.
PERSONALS 171

’63 VOLKSWAGEN. Red, excellent condition. Moving, must sell, good price.
Call 298-5243.

NEED: RinlyTink Piano Player for weekends at Frontier Village Amusement
Park. Call 225.1500.
NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE STICK DEODORANT
Dries as it applies ... in seconds. And stays dry, Gives
you fast ... comfortable ... dependable deodorant
protection. Lasting protection you can trust. Try it.
Old Spice Stick Deodorant for Men. 1.00 plus tax.

and run in the U.S. Field Federation Meet Saturday. Pictured from left are Jim Sullivan, Chuck
August, Rich Klemmer, Byron Lowry, Steve
Brown, Bill Langdon and Russ Mahon.

’65 TR-4. Soft top, excellent condition.
$200 and take over payments. Call 2660883 after 6 p.m.

Does ,,
.1
this,
spot
feel sticky?

in all seven meets during the season, but the pace will be faster
according to the likable coach.
"We are in top physical condition and have been able to set our
own pace most of the season,"
Walters said, "and we hoped to
run the same type race in Kansas."
competition in the form of individuals more than overall teams,
have helped both the Spartans individually and victory wise.
GOOD COMPETITION
Athens Track club with Tom
Laris, Chris Miller and Rich Delgado performing in top form.
helped immensely in bringing down
the SJS barmier times.
The Spartans will spend the
Thanksgiving holidari in the midwest preparing for the U.S. Field
Federation Track meet in Wichita.
Last year, Sullivan, Rich Klemmer, George Weed and Bill Langdon led the Spartans to a fifth
place in the meet.
Unlike the NCAA, the Federation is an open field race with anyone invited to join. This includes
top runners who were not eligible
for the NCAA meet.
Walters said that several of the
teams will return home following
the NCAA meet, but others would
continue to Wichita to make up
a strong field in the Federation
match.

’65 MG MIDGET Roadster. Fully equipt.,
wire wheels. Less than 7.000 miles. Make
an offer. Call 378.1160 after 7 p.m.

lay

powerhouses as Georgetown, along I
with Villanova.
From the midwest Notre Dame
and Miami of Ohio pose serious
threats, tanking near Western
Michigan.
Reverting to the same scene of
the nationals last year, the Spar-
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To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust till out and clip
this handy order
blank.
Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS.
1206, San Jose State
College, San lose.
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each additional line

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
. 50

I

2.25
2.76
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

JO

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
D Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
ID For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
ID Housing (5)
O Lost and Found (6)
CI Personals (7)
D Services (8)
O Transportation (9)

o

Name

One time Three times Five times

TYPING in my home. Experienced, dependable, reasonable. Phone 294-1313,
EXPERT TYPING of your thesis, term
paper, manuscript, etc. IBM Electric.
Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine, 378.
8577,
TUTORING: Math, Arith., Algebra, Trig.,
Geometry, Calculus, Sciences, Physics,
Engineering, Chem. Call 295-804).
QUALITY TYPING in my home. Reason.
able rates. Call 269-2953.
TYPING. Fast, accurate guaranteed. Edit.
inq upon request. Call 259.5118.
TRANSPORTATION 191
STUDENTS driving to Guadalajera or
Mazatlan Mexico this winter, contact
Mrs. Reese about taking clothes to the
Door children. 293-4321.
NEED RIDE to Los Angeles. Laguna, or
Long Beach for Thanksgiving. Share expenses 297-9816 Sue.
TWO GIRLS need ride to L.A. area
Tuesday, Nov. 23 or Wed.. Nov. 24.
287-0828. Will share expenses.
To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office -J206
Daily
9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.

(Please Print)

HOUSING (SI

City

Phone

CO-ED BOARDING house, 5 contracts
available. 18 meals per week. Will take
loss. Call 293-9582, Glen.

For

days.

Address_
Start ad on
Enclosed Is $

(Date)

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make cheek out to
Spartan Daily Clessifids.
Phone

294.6414. Est. 2465

Monday, November 21, 1966

SSPARTAN DAILY

’Embarrassing’Coach

Spartaguide

40-

TODAY
Phratems International. 6
Royce Hall formal lounge. Informal meet mg pledges only.
Sparta Lite Magazine, on sale
todas thr..ugh ’Wednesday.
Humanista On Campus. 7:30 p.m.,
C11149.
Chi alpha, 7 p.m., Chi Alpha
Students Center, 104 S. 13th St.
TOMORROW
Christian Ecumenical Council, 8
p.m., College Chapel. Ecumenicas
Thanksgiving Service with wit pants from the Baptist, Episcopal,
Lutheran. Methodist, Roman (7atholir and United Campus Christian
ministers. Food and money offerings.
Personnel Management Atiarwlanon, 1130 p.m.. social and 7 p.m
meeting, Garden City Hofbrau. Ken
Benda, district president of the
Machinist Union at Lockheed will
discuss union philosophy and the
future. Last sign-ups for Falstaff
tour.

’Ancient Spartan Pool Hampers Swimming Meets’

German Club, 3:30 p.m., ED 414.
Regular meeting.
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m.. HI.
Sociology C I u b, 12:30 p.m.,
CH235. W. H. Ferry, vice-president
of the Center for Democratic Institutions will speak on "The New
Technology.- Ferry is also the coauthor of the book "Triple Revolution."
Stewardess Orientation Meeting.
7 p.m., 360 S. 11th St., Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority house. Anyone interested in becoming a
stewardess should attend this
meeting. A movie will be shown
and refreshments will la, served.

Cafeteria Closed
Spartan Cafeteria will be closed
from next Thursday through Sunday. because of Thanksgiving vacation. The cafeteria will resume
Its regular service from 6:45 a.m.
to 7 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 28.

((’ontinued from Page 1)
all over each other,- O’Neill reIs 42 feet. yet the SJS pool is ported.
It becomes increasingly emonly 36 feet wide.
harassing when you consider the
Therefore, instead of having six,
calibre of swimmers that compete
seven -foist lanes, O’Neill has to
at SJS. Among the pool record
be satisfied with six, six-foot
holders are Olympic team memlanes, although both the NCAA
bers Don Schollander, Luis Niand AAU recommended the larger
coloa, Greg Buckingham and Dick
dimensions.
Roth who are used to perform-M3’ guys get in there and run ing not only in national meets hut
international contests. Needless to
they are used to seeing some us
better facilities.

Job Interviews
WEDNESDAY

Mattel, Inc. Industrial and mechanical engineering majors, as
well as industrial technology majors are needed in industry, manufacturing, mechanics, design and
cost and quality control engineering,

COACH EMBARASSED
It’s especially embarassing from
a coach’s and competitor’s standpoint when you consider that two
local high schools- Camden and
Campbellhave pools 60 feet wide
that allow eight lanes.
But the lack of width is only an
inconvenience. The lack of depth
creates a hazard that already has

taken one victim.
Approximately six years ago,
Bruce Edmons, a University of California diver, broke his neck while
competing from a 3-meter board in
Spartan Pool.
Since then 3-meter competition
has been eliminated here as the
pool is only nine feet deep at its
greatest point. The NCAA recommends at least 11 feet for diving,
and many pools are 12 feet deep.
Previously, NCAA rules stipulated that in a dual meet, if one
school didn’t have a 3-meter board,
all competition would be 1 -meter.
This year indications are that
the rule shall be changed so that
before each dual meet a coin will
the
to determine
be flipped
height of diving competition. At
Spartan Pool, however, there will
be no need for flipping a coin.
Additionally, the SJS divers are

hampered whenever they hope to
compete in regional or national
meets that hold 3-meter diving.
The greatest problem to the
coaches comes at recruiting time.
A large number of high schdol
athletes from this area have gone
to other colleges simply because
of Spartan Pool.
SANTA CLARA STRONG
Since Santa Clara Valley is the
strongest area in the nation for
high school aquatics, SJS should.
certainly gain its share of the local
graduates.
But the athletes aren’t the only
ones to suffer.
Spectators are treated to a wet,
tiring show whenever then venture
to Spartan Pool, which seats only
250.
All the seats are close to the
water, and fans are constantly
ducking splashes. Frequently, they

even have to find or bring a towel
to dry the seats before they can
sit.
Last season the water polo team
averaged 600 fans coming to the
pool That creates quite a problem when there are only ’250 seats,
and spectators were forced to stand
in the rows and behind the goals
or sit with the players.
This year. when the polo team
hosted the University of California,
there had to he television monitors set up outside the pool so
evers one could see the action.
Not everyone wants to see a
water polo game or swimming
meet, and certainly not everyone
wants to participate. But the majority of SJS’ student body is interested in the pool as a recreational or educational facility, and
that is where the greatest faults
are to be found.

TORY MYSTERY
rzozeocooccesraccooaccesz0000morsceszescoocesr..cr...r..orcr..cescrszeze
EUT OR RENT TO OWN

"Marat-Sade

Moyer Music
Largest Selection of Guitars
in Town
Lowest Rental Prices
Folk Guitars $4 a month
and up.
Electric Guitars (with
amp.) $6 a month and up.

SILVA SERVICE

I

JOIN THE PSA JET SET! ! !

The Old Pro,
Silvn Snr,Le list bnen ,n busi-

by Peter Weiss
75c

eA

.440:04060e

szesKreserzrze..e...40:40:440:40:4/>=0...

str

PSA now offering Boeing 727 fan-jet
service from San Jose to Los Angeles.

ness for over 30 years. Their
experience is unmatched and
their service is fantastic. Stop

Boeing 727 fan-jet
$13.50 plus tax to Los Angeles

in and let Silva prove to you

"A Fine Madness

4k /
41Ik

that they stand behind their
rev 00, n

II

by Elliot Baker
75c

W

=
CASH STAMPS
= Nn Purrhasn Nerec,ry
=
=LIMIT ONE PER PERSON

california !took CO., ltd.

i:

Valid1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .
196 . . . . ., . ,. . .0
SILVA SERVICE
Until Dec. 31,

134 e. sun fernando
and
1.57 e. san earlos

5161 Stevens
Creek Rd.
248-9858

$11.43 plus fax to Los Angeles

Aimmilijimi VALUABLE COUPON wiliiiiffilmiL
Good Only vi
FREE $IO
_
SILVA
WORTH OF
_
_
SERVICE
=
_
_
EZY
=
Name

Two Locations
84 E. Son Fernando
298-5404

Super "electra-jet"

All credit cards honored

EZY cash stamps given

78 S. 4th

St.

::.

295-8968

Lowest fare to Los Angeles
from the Day Area!!

1

A For reservations
phone:
286-4720

Late for Class? We’ll Park It for You.

727 FAN JETS

4.
5.

...........................

rTrerf.e.../.

FREEMAN’S
SKI PACKAGE
SPECIAL!

Something
She’ll
Always
Remember

Famous FISHER "Alpine Deluxe"
wooden skis, fitted with "ski -free"
deluxe toe and "hit -front" throw
safety bindings, are on sale this
week.
Ode and installed

203-1053

by
TARS frorn $150.

is on sale at

$1

per
copy

They
Fracture
the
Frontier

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

LiI

SPORT CENTER
:214 S. 2nd St.

56 South First
205-0567
Parking in Rear of Siore/Open Thursday :Nights

286-6100

CONTEST DIRECTIONS
Read the Mystery Clue to find the History Mystery
of the week.
Now search the eight advertisements on this page
for the answer. It could be located in the contents
or topic of one or more ads.
. When you have found the right answer, fill in the
space on the entry blank.
Now answer the tiebreaker question.
Fill out the requested information, clip the entry
blank and bring it to Spartan Daily Classifieds before 3:50 p.m. Tuesday. November 22. 1966

ST

PRIZE

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO
LOS ANGELES BY

TICKETS TO
UNITED ARTIST THEATER

PSA

RUNNER-UP
PRIZES

727 FAN JETS

MYSTERY CLUE: Large North American body of
water. (Iwo words)

Name
Address
Phone

ASB Number
Bring this entry to Spartan Daily Classifieds between 9:30 a.m.
and 3:50 p.m. Contest closes 4 p.m., Tuesday, nov. 22, 1966.

NOW
SHOWING

cpartait gookdtore
"right on

Tie -breaker: Estimate what the Dow -Jones Industrial Average will be at the close of the market on Thursday,
December 1, 1966.

campus"

n

BISHOp
Texas Maass
INS
Riven;
Townimasso
D

Dr. Robert D. Clark

Open YOUR account now,

City

In the heart
01
downtown San Jose

Academic Achievement
First and Foremost

Make this a memorable holiday season with
a diamond from Hudson’s Jewelers. It’s
easy to do. We have a beautiful selection
of Art Carved ’ rings.

$45

sar..0:CCP..e..COCCOCCOCC

Continuous

showing

daily

from 12 :13 p.m.

CONTEST RULES
I. Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
2. Students are limited to one entry per person. No Spartan Daily staff members
may enter.
3. All entries become the property of the Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any entries
that are lost or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant who
comes the closest to the correct answer of the tie -breaker question will be the
winner. In case of a tie, a special tie-breaker question will be given the winning
contestants to determine the winner of the PSA flight.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire 90
days after ticket is issued.
8. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines and to
make necessary additions or corrections of these rules.
9. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges. Their
decisions shall be final regarding both determination of prize winners or deciding

on disqualification of entrants for any reason.

10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules And acceptance
of judges’ decisions.

